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This is the end of the sponsorship system, which does not differ much from slavery.
– Majeed Al Allawi, minister of labor of Bahrain, upon announcing labor reforms in May of 2009 that would allow migrant workers to change jobs without their employers’ consent. The reforms did not apply to migrant domestic workers.1

Introduction

On the same day2 that most Arab delegates voted in favor of an international treaty on the rights of domestic workers, King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa of Bahrain decreed that migrant workers cannot change employers during their first year of employment.3 Only two years prior to that decree, Human Rights Watch had praised Bahrain for allowing workers to do just that, christening the country “the first to make concrete reforms” to the kafala or sponsorship system that all GCC4 countries employ in procuring foreign labor.5

Two days after that same international treaty was adopted, an Indonesian maid was beheaded with a sword in Saudi Arabia,6 a country which recently announced that it had no plans to abolish the kafala system.7 The domestic worker had been accused of killing her employer after being told she could not return to her home country and suffering repeated abuse.8 In response to the beheading, the Indonesian government announced a moratorium on sending workers to Saudi Arabia until the two countries come to an agreement to protect workers’ rights.9

This is not the first time that a labor-sending country has attempted to redress the situation of its migrant domestic worker population in the Arab Gulf by employing restrictions or bans. Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, the

4. The Gulf Cooperation Council is a regional cooperation system of the Arab states of the Persian Gulf that was established in 1981. Its constituent member states are Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.
Philippines and Nepal have done so previously but have seen only “limited, and in many cases contradictory effects.”\textsuperscript{10} Would-be migrant workers who stayed in their home countries due to the bans missed out on generating remittances that could fuel their countries’ economies and feed their families. In 2010 alone, migrant workers sent home an estimated $440 billion worldwide.\textsuperscript{11}

International debt politics has encouraged this dependence on migrants’ remittances, while at the same time creating the incentive for many women to emigrate in the first place.\textsuperscript{12} The International Monetary Fund asks the government of any country seeking financial assistance to slash its social services budget by keeping wages down, cutting health and education subsidies and reducing the number of government employees.\textsuperscript{13} With low wages and few opportunities afforded to family members at home, women often emigrate just to keep their families afloat financially.\textsuperscript{14}

Many people who felt they could not forgo those financial opportunities in the Gulf chose to circumvent migration bans by traveling first to an approved country en route to the Gulf. Once in the banned country, these illegal migrants could not easily go to their home countries’ embassies for assistance in case of trouble.\textsuperscript{15}

Some labor-sending countries have been unwilling to employ similar restrictions or bans against countries they depend on for generating remittances. Sri Lanka, for example, has hesitated to exert diplomatic pressure to protect the rights of its citizens “for fear that employers in the Middle East will turn to labour from other countries.”\textsuperscript{16}

In the dispute over the Indonesian maid’s beheading, Sri Lanka’s fear proved to be prescient. Saudi Arabia refused to accept Indonesia’s ban as punishment for its actions. On July 2, a month before the moratorium was set to go into effect, the Saudi government instead announced its own ban, which stopped the issuance of visas to domestic workers from Indonesia and the Philippines.\textsuperscript{17} Regarding the ban, a spokesperson for the Saudi Ministry of Labor said, “The Ministry’s decision coincides with its great efforts to open new channels to bring domestic workers from other


\textsuperscript{12} Cynthia Enloe, ‘Just Like One of the Family’: Domestic Servants in World Politics, in GLOBAL DIMENSIONS OF CAREWORK AND GENDER 118, 118 (Mary K. Zimmerman et al. eds., 2006).
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\textsuperscript{16} Michele Ruth Gamburd, ‘Lentils There, Lentils Here!’ Sri Lankan Domestic Labour in the Middle East, in ASIAN WOMEN AS TRANSNATIONAL DOMESTIC WORKERS 92, 103 (Shirlena Huang et al. eds., 2005).

Those new sources of domestic workers are all countries “where the labour is comparatively cheaper,” including Morocco, Nepal, Kenya, Ethiopia, Eritrea and Vietnam. Labor from these countries is cheaper precisely because the countries are less likely to impose tougher hiring conditions on Saudi Arabia’s recruitment efforts, such as signing a standard contract providing for a minimum wage, mandated time off and other protections.

These domestic workers’ rights that the Saudi Arabian government eschewed by imposing a ban on Indonesian and Filipino domestic workers are the same ones that the GCC countries’ delegates voted in favor of June 16. Part I of this Note will discuss the background of the Domestic Workers Convention and GCC countries’ support of it. Part II describes the kafala system and why it must be reformed before ratification of the convention can take place. Part III discusses other obstacles to ratification. Part IV examines potential avenues for reforming the system.

I. Background on the Domestic Workers Convention

The International Labor Organization’s Director-General Juan Somavia hailed the Domestic Workers Convention adopted on June 16, 2011 as “a breakthrough of great significance,” because it is the first time that the ILO has set standards for an occupation in the informal economy, where workers are often excluded from wage and hour legislation and other labor law protections. The convention provides for the protection of fundamental principles and rights at work, including: freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, the elimination of forced or compulsory labor and child labor, and the eradication of employment and occupational discrimination. It requires that domestic workers be protected against all...
forms of abuse, harassment and violence and that they receive fair terms of employment and decent living conditions.

The convention calls for ratifying countries to take measures aimed at ensuring equal treatment of domestic workers compared to workers generally with respect to hours of work, overtime compensation, periods of daily and weekly rest, and annual paid leave. A weekly rest period of at least 24 consecutive hours must be provided. A minimum wage must be set if a minimum wage exists for other workers.

The issue of regulating domestic work was put on the agenda of the 2010 International Labor Conference leading to the ultimate adoption of the convention this June after global union federations and domestic workers’ organizations voiced a need for a special international instrument on domestic work. But the idea for the convention was not a new one. Domestic workers’ issues had been raised on and off for the past several decades with little progress. Domestic workers’ issues were first discussed at an ILO meeting in 1936. The ILO took its first affirmative step towards adopting a convention on domestic workers in 1965. At that time, it passed a resolution calling attention to the urgent need “to provide for domestic workers in all member countries the basic elements of protection which would assure to them a minimum standard of living, compatible with the self-respect and human dignity which are essential to social justice.”

A United Arab Emirates delegate to the ILO said in June that all GCC countries support efforts to fully protect domestic workers, citing as examples new legislation in his home country that would allow for labor inspection in private households and a unified labor contract for domestic workers that Kuwait recently adopted. He cautioned, however, that although countries around the world may amend their national legislation and ultimately ratify the Domestic Workers Convention, “the real challenge is how to make these principles a reality. In discussing and adopting this convention, we have accepted an international and national obligation. We
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32. Lubin & Winslow, supra note 31.
hope that our commitment to domestic workers will be both a legal and a moral one.”

In describing the challenges facing domestic workers, a Bahraini trade union leader summed them up as follows: “Like everywhere else in the region, domestic work is considered a family matter.” Personal status codes throughout the region designate the husband as the head of the household, relegating wives, children and adult female family members to a subservient position within the family.

A Bahraini workers ILO delegate said that, even more fundamentally, “awareness-raising” is needed simply for citizens to recognize that domestic workers are real workers, not servants.” This “real workers, not servants” refrain is a common one among domestic worker advocates around the world, even in labor-importing countries like the United States that have more progressive labor laws. Indeed, it is unclear whether the United States will even consider ratifying the Domestic Workers Convention, despite the fact that American delegates voted in favor of it. A representative of the U.S. Council for International Business recently predicted that “there is zero chance that the U.S. will ever ratify this,” because it would require the United States to change many of its own labor laws to provide protections to domestic workers.

But what makes Gulf states unique is that they were among the last countries to abolish slavery in the twentieth century. For example, Saudi Arabia banned slavery in 1962 because the crown prince deemed it to be inconsistent with Islam’s requirement that kindness be shown to one’s slaves. Slavery had been a clear marker of power and status among the wealthy, who kept as many slaves as possible for employment in domestic work and other services.

34. Id.
36. WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA: PROGRESS AMID RESISTANCE 13 (Sanja Kelly & Julia Breslin eds., 2010) [hereinafter PROGRESS AMID RESISTANCE].
37. ILO Press Release, supra note 33.
38. See, e.g., DOMESTIC WORKERS UNITED, HOME IS WHERE THE WORK IS: INSIDE NEW YORK’S DOMESTIC WORK INDUSTRY 2 (2006) (stating that the struggle of domestic work is to be recognized as “real work” due to its historical roots in the United States in slavery, its association with women’s unpaid household labor, its largely immigrant workforce, and its exclusion from legal protections).
40. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ANTISLAVERY AND ABOLITION: GREENWOOD MILESTONES IN AMERICAN HISTORY 65 (Peter Hinks & John McKivigan eds., 2007).
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II. The Kafala System

Around the time that slavery was abolished in several of the GCC states, a new system for procuring foreign labor was created. The kafala system set up by the GCC countries in the 1950s requires a migrant worker to be sponsored by a citizen or government agency; sponsorship is the only means for workers to obtain an entry visa and residence permit. The sponsor assumes legal and financial responsibility for the migrant worker during a temporary contract period—typically two years—and signs a document from the Ministry of Labor to that effect. Because the system requires that an employee work only for the sponsor, many sponsors take away their migrant workers’ passports and identification cards, making it unlikely that the migrants will leave. If workers do decide to leave their sponsors, another stiff monetary penalty immediately awaits them: The workers must leave the country immediately at their own expense instead of having their employers cover their return airfare at the end of their contract.

The sponsorship system provides the GCC governments with a “means to regulate labor flows in and out of the country” by allowing them to accept large numbers of temporary workers during an economic boom and to expel them during less prosperous periods. While this characteristic of the system is no different from many other guest worker programs throughout the world, the uniqueness of the sponsorship system’s near total control over workers plays a large role in setting the GCC countries apart from other large labor-importing countries. Onn Winckler has identified five distinct ways in which the GCC migration system differs “quite radically” from other patterns of migration, which should be taken into account when considering possible reforms of the system: 1) no citizenship available for workers; 2) lack of employment stability; 3) permanent settlement not sought by workers; 4) migrant workers constitute majority of the workforce; 5) sweeping interest of GCC citizens in cheap foreign labor.

44. Id., at 37.
47. Colton, supra note 45.
51. Id.
No citizenship available

In Western-style migration, migrant workers are often joined by their families after a few years and eventually become citizens of the host country. In contrast, it is almost impossible for migrant workers in GCC countries to become citizens and strict limits on the entry of family members have been imposed since the 1980s.

Lack of employment stability

Despite the fact that migrant workers have a defined contract period with their sponsors and a good working relationship with them, they can still be deported from GCC countries without prior notice. This became abundantly clear to outside observers after the 1990-91 Gulf crisis, during which nearly all of the Palestinian and Jordanian workers in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and the Yemeni workers in Saudi Arabia were deported because of their countries’ support of Iraq. While local NGOs in Western labor-importing countries work to protect foreign workers from the authorities and employers, immigrant advocacy organizations largely do not exist in GCC countries.

Permanent settlement not sought

While the aim of many migrant workers in Western countries such as the United States is to become citizens of the host country, the typical migrant worker heading to GCC countries goes only with the expectation to earn as much money as possible before returning to his or her home country. GCC societies are still based on a kinship system, which prevents outsiders from easily integrating into a “long tribal tradition of buying loyalty and allegiance” through tribal leaders distributing favors and benefits to their networks. Workers often live segregated and isolated lives either in labor camps outside major cities or in private households.

Migrant workers constitute majority of the workforce

While migrant workers represent on average less than 10 percent of the total workforce in Western labor-importing countries, they have made up the vast majority of the workforce in the GCC countries since the mid-1970s. In 2004, migrant workers outnumbered Qatars in every eco-

52. Id. at 60.
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58. Id. According to Qatar’s 1997 census, 116,774 migrant workers were living in work camps.
59. Id. at 64.
nomic sector aside from public administration. According to estimates from the ILO, Arab states host around 22 million migrant workers, a third of whom are domestic workers. Around 1.5 million domestic workers are working in Saudi Arabia alone. In Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, and Kuwait, foreigners also represent the vast majority of each country’s total population. Granting citizenship to GCC migrants on a large scale would turn the native populations into a minority and signal the end of the countries’ Arab-Islamic identity.

Sweeping interest in cheap foreign labor

In many countries, importing cheap foreign labor is only truly in the interest of the economic elite, while many low-wage citizen workers express concerns about competition for jobs. In the GCC countries, however, the availability of cheap foreign labor enables the GCC middle class to employ foreign workers in private businesses and in their homes, while the employment of citizens for many years was almost guaranteed in the public sector. Cheap migrant workers have helped to create a very high standard of living for GCC citizens; servant quarters are even commonplace in housing projects built for lower-income citizens. In the United Arab Emirates, for example, it has been estimated that 96 percent of Emirati families employ domestic workers to take care of their children, and that these workers perform 80 percent of parental responsibilities.

Many citizens have also directly benefited from the kafala system by serving as a sponsor to migrant workers without even employing them. In 1996, a newspaper reported that a United Arab Emirates citizen could earn as much as $1,360 by supplying visas to migrant workers and sponsoring them.
III. GCC’s Other Obstacles to Ratification

A. Exclusion from Labor Law Coverage

In 2008, Jordan became the first Arab country to amend its labor law to extend protections to domestic workers. Under regulations passed in 2009, domestic workers must be given eight hours of continuous rest per day, limited to 10 hours of work per day, and granted one day off per week. Jordan’s new domestic worker protections, however, still lag behind other countries’ efforts in several aspects. For example, Singapore passed new provisions in 2009 which stipulate that employers stand to lose a security bond worth $5,000 (U.S. dollars) for every migrant worker under their employment that they fail to pay on time. Singapore’s government, in contrast to Jordan’s, also has a proven track record of enforcing those provisions, prosecuting employers who fail to pay their workers on time or who provide sub-standard accommodations to them. As of yet, no GCC countries have followed Jordan’s lead.

Saudi Arabia’s Shura Council, an appointed consultative body, passed a bill in 2009 that would provide some legal protection to domestic workers. The bill must still be approved by the king and the cabinet before it becomes law. It would require employers to give domestic workers suitable accommodations, at least nine hours of rest each day and breaks. Domestic workers would have a legal duty under the law to obey their employers’ orders and would be prohibited from leaving their employer without a “legitimate reason.”

In Kuwait, a new private sector labor law still excludes domestic workers from protection. The Minister of Social Affairs and Labor announced in early 2010 that a draft bill on domestic workers was expected to be ratified that May, but that expectation has not been fulfilled yet. Domestic workers were also excluded from a new decree establishing maximum allowable work hours per week.

70. HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, DOMESTIC PLIGHT: HOW JORDANIAN LAW, OFFICIALS, EMPLOYERS, AND RECRUITERS FAIL ABUSED MIGRANT DOMESTIC WORKERS 27 (2011).
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80. Draft Bill on ‘Domestic Labour’ Expected to be Ratified in May, supra note 79.
Qatar’s National Human Rights Committee noted in a 2010 report that a draft domestic workers law had been “under consideration for a long time” and that it is still waiting for the law to be enacted. The United Arab Emirates is “drawing up new laws and regulations covering the rights of housemaids,” which is under the purview of the Ministry of Interior, but no further details have been released.

B. Freedom of Movement

Although women across the region have gained more freedom to travel independently over the past several years, their movement is still restricted by societal norms and traditional interpretations of Shari’a (Islamic law). In one highly-publicized example from Qatar, a member of the ruling family was kidnapped in 2002 after marrying an Egyptian in Egypt without her family’s permission. After being detained by police for several months, Hamda Fahad Jassem al-Thani was transferred to her family’s home in 2003, where she remained under house arrest until being hospitalized in 2006 following an escape attempt. At that point, members of the National Human Rights Committee and other officials secured travel documents, so that al-Thani could return to her husband in Egypt.

Qatari employers often restrict domestic workers’ freedom of movement. Employers must give their “consent before exit permits are issued to foreign workers wishing to leave the country.” The National Human Rights Committee, an arm of the government, reported in 2006 that more than 250 non-Qatari women were detained in a detention center in “unhealthy conditions.” While some of the women were detained to provide them shelter or as a step towards being deported, others were kept in detention at the request of their sponsors due to disputes between them.

In Saudi Arabia, employers routinely take their employees’ passports on arrival and lock domestic workers in at night, thereby preventing them “from traveling outside their town of residence or leaving the country of their own volition.” Prohibited from driving themselves, working women often must resort to walking on the streets, where they may be arrested by the country’s religious police for allegedly soliciting sex.

Although Article 29 of the Constitution of the United Arab Emirates guarantees all citizens freedom of movement and residence within the lim-
its of law, some restrictions on freedom of movement for both Emirati and foreign women still exist. According to custom, a man may prevent his wife, adult unmarried daughters, and children from traveling without his permission by confiscating their passports. Domestic workers and other foreign women are also not protected by Article 29, “an oversight that employers often exploit by illegally confiscating their passports.”

C. Freedom of Association

An international union federation described Bahrain’s labor laws as “the most advantageous” in the Gulf after the Workers’ Trade Union Law of 2002 established the right to belong to a union there. Domestic workers do not have that right, however. Although most other migrant workers have been granted the right to organize, “they fear losing their jobs.” Moreover, the language barrier makes it difficult to convince them to join a union.

In Kuwait, a new labor code regulating work in the private sector was enacted in 2010. Only one general union, the Kuwait Trade Union Federation, is permitted, and only Kuwaiti workers can be members. In Oman, a 2006 law allowed for the formation of labor and trade unions and founded the General Labor Union.

In 2004, Qatar passed a new labor code, which allows one trade union—the General Union of Workers of Qatar—to be formed. Neither government employees nor non-Qatari workers are allowed to organize. Human rights organizations such as the Migrant Workers Protection Society exist in Qatar, but their finances and activities are closely monitored. All organizations are also “prohibited from participating in undefined ‘political issues.’”

In the United Arab Emirates, Article 33 of the constitution guarantees freedom of assembly and association “within the limits of law.” In practice, “unions are banned and all public gatherings require government per-

---
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Since 2002, Saudi workers have had the right to set up workers’ committees, but there is no right to form a union. Foreign workers are not allowed to serve on workers’ committees.

D. Sexual Harassment and Violence Against Women

None of the GCC countries offer specific protections against domestic violence. General practices and customs in these six countries pose major obstacles to the protection of women inside the home. Studies indicate that 30 percent of Bahraini women experience some sort of domestic abuse, but domestic violence “is usually covered up and kept within the family.” Police are also often reluctant to get involved in family matters when women do file complaints.

A girl in Saudi Arabia, for example, sought protection from police after being sexually molested by her father and was told that her father had to file the complaint for her.

Sexual harassment is punishable by imprisonment and fines under Article 294 of the penal code of Qatar, “which the public prosecutor has invoked against men who harass women with obscene gestures or phone calls.” In 2006, however, there were only eight reported cases of sexual harassment, five of which resulted in convictions. During a two-day seminar in 2008, a representative of Qatar’s Supreme Council for Family Affairs called on the country “to address violence against women openly and without shame.”

E. Minimum Wage Protection

Estimates based on available data show that domestic work is one of the lowest paid occupations in any labor market. In Qatar, domestic workers are paid less than 30 percent of the country’s average wage, while domestic workers in Bahrain earn closer to 20 percent what the average worker earns. The Domestic Workers Convention requires countries to set a minimum wage for domestic workers if a minimum wage exists for other workers. Twenty-five countries already provide minimum wage protection for domestic workers at the same rate as workers generally.
which is desirable from an equality perspective.”\textsuperscript{117} Another 18 countries have established a separate sector/occupational minimum wage rate for domestic workers.\textsuperscript{118} None of the GCC countries appear on either list.\textsuperscript{119}

Kuwait increased the minimum wage for workers in the private sector to $210 per month in 2010. This new provision still excludes Kuwait’s domestic workers and does not establish mechanisms to monitor the implementation of the rule by businesses.\textsuperscript{120}

Oman has a minimum wage applicable to its citizens, but it does not cover a number of occupations or businesses employing fewer than five persons.\textsuperscript{121} No minimum wage has been set for foreign workers.\textsuperscript{122}

Minimum wage laws in the United Arab Emirates apply only to employees with at least a secondary school education, which is already a requirement for many domestic workers.\textsuperscript{123} The laws also only apply to workers whose employment is regulated by the Ministry of Labor.\textsuperscript{124} Domestic workers, however, fall under the purview of the Ministry of Interior.\textsuperscript{125}

According to media reports, Qatar is mulling plans to introduce a minimum wage in an effort to boost productivity.\textsuperscript{126} A 2011 decree issued by the deputy emir already raised salary, pension and benefits for state employees by 60 percent; military officers received a 120 percent increase in basic salaries and benefits.\textsuperscript{127} That salary increase has widened the fixed pay gap between Qatari nationals, who mostly work for the govern-

\textsuperscript{117}. Oelz, supra note 114, at 3–4. The twenty-five countries that provide domestic workers with the same minimum wage protection they give to other workers are Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, France, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Moldova, Netherlands, Paraguay, Portugal, Russia, Romania, Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, and Venezuela.

\textsuperscript{118}. Id. The eighteen countries providing a separate sector or occupational rate for domestic workers are Argentina, Austria, Barbados, Costa Rica, Jordan, Kenya, Mali, Nicaragua, Niger, Philippines, Senegal, South Africa, Switzerland, United Republic of Tanzania, Uruguay, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.

\textsuperscript{119}. Id. Saudi Arabia, however, just announced in April that it has decided to set a minimum wage of 600–800 riyals ($160 to $213 U.S. dollars) for foreign domestic workers. It also set recruitment fees paid by employers at 15,000 to 17,000 riyals. Recruitment fees will cover the cost of a visa, two years of medical insurance, a one-way ticket, residential permit fees, and a medical checkup for domestic workers. Claire Valdini, \textit{Saudi Sets Min Wage for Domestic Workers}, \textit{Arabian Bus.} (Apr. 1, 2012), http://www.arabianbusiness.com/saudi-sets-min-wage-for-domestic-workers-452156.html.
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\textsuperscript{127}. Id.
ment, and foreign workers to 98 percent.\footnote{\textit{id.}}

F. Maternity Leave

Only three industrialized countries-Japan, Canada, and the United States-do not mandate maternity leave protection for their domestic workers.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} A minimum 12-week compulsory leave period is provided in the overwhelming majority of ILO member states, while many industrialized countries are moving towards the 14-week minimum established in the Maternity Protection Convention.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 65.} Despite this trend towards extending maternity protection to domestic workers in recent years, over one-third of the world’s domestic workers still have no legal entitlement to maternity leave.\footnote{\textit{Id. at} 52.} Among them are 13.3 million domestic workers in Asia and 1.3 million in the Middle East.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

In the GCC countries, many domestic workers would not have the opportunity to take advantage of maternity leave protection even if the privilege were extended to them. Domestic workers arriving in Bahrain, for example, are subjected to mandatory sexual and reproductive health testing without consent or counseling.\footnote{\textit{Id.}} A 2008 report authored by the Bahrain Centre for Human Rights states that there is no data yet on exactly how the issue of pregnancy is handled by employers,\footnote{\textit{Id.}} but many countries use general health testing upon arrival to screen out migrant workers with unwanted diseases or pregnancies.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at} The Singapore Ministry of Manpower has stated that the purpose of its pregnancy test is to identify foreign domestic workers who might give birth while in the country, which “would contravene the work permit regulations.”\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

Women generally in the GCC countries are entitled to significantly less paid maternity leave after giving birth than women in many Western countries.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at} On average, they are entitled to less than two months of paid leave after giving birth, while many Western countries provide six

\footnotesize{128. \textit{Id.}}
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\footnotesize{136. \textit{Id.}}

months. Bahrain only recently increased its maternity leave policy from 35 to 60 working days back in 2005.

G. Remuneration Established Without Discrimination Based on Sex

Women throughout the region earn less than men despite labor laws mandating equal pay for similar work. Article 13 of the Bahraini constitution, for example, provides equal rights and opportunities to all workers. A recent study, however, found that men, taken as a group, earn more than women. The average monthly salary for men employed in the public sector is 706 dinars ($1872), while women earn 643 dinars ($1,705). The gender gap is even greater in the private sector, which employs most migrant workers: women earn an average monthly salary of 307 dinars ($814), while men earn 454 dinars ($1,204). Women also tend to experience harsher treatment than men in similar positions. There is increased awareness in Bahrain in recent years about gender discrimination issues, however, and this awareness is exemplified by a government employee filing the first gender discrimination case in 2005 after she was denied a promotion because of her gender. The case was still pending in 2010.

Women and men performing the same type of work within the private sector must be paid equal wages under Article 26 of Kuwait's labor law. However, the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor "lacks qualified staff to handle and investigate discrimination cases, and it has been swamped by a deluge of complaints that has rendered its work almost ineffectual." In 2007, MOSAL received 14,840 complaints about unpaid wages and benefits from expatriate workers.

In Qatar, Article 93 of the labor law mandates equal pay for men and women if they perform the same work and an equal opportunity for training and promotion. The National Human Rights Committee, however, has found that employers violate the principle of equal pay for equal work in providing benefits to employees, such as housing allowances.
H. Equal Access to the Courts

Women’s access to justice remains weak due to the longstanding tradition that women seek mediation through their family before turning to the courts, the patriarchal attitudes of many male judges, and the fact that in most countries a woman’s testimony is still worth only half that of a man’s in certain areas of law. While the criminal procedure code of Kuwait does provide all residents with equal access to courts and entitles them to a court-assigned lawyer and an interpreter, mechanisms to ensure the enforcement of judicial decisions remain weak. Most domestic workers in Kuwait are unaware of their legal rights.

Although Saudi Arabia ratified the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) in 2000, it made reservations stating that the kingdom is under no obligation to observe terms of the treaty that contradict Islamic law. The CEDAW Committee’s 2008 report reviewing Saudi Arabia’s compliance with the convention called on the country to enact a gender equality law. Dr. Musfir al-Qahtani, deputy chairman of the Saudi National Society for Human Rights, responded by saying that laws on marriage, inheritance, and women’s testimony “are fixed by religious law, and are, by implication, non-negotiable.” A majority of Saudi citizens do not view inequalities between men and women as discrimination, but instead “as equivalence—a balance between the rights and duties of men and women as prescribed in Islam and necessary to uphold honor and family values.”

I. ILO Core Labor Standards

The Domestic Workers Convention (DWC) requires ratifying countries to respect and protect fundamental principles and rights at work, including freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining, the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor, the abolition of child labor, and the elimination of employment and occupational discrimination. These fundamental principles enshrined in the DWC are taken directly from the ILO’s landmark “Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work” adopted in 1998. All ILO members have an obligation arising from membership in the organization “to respect, to promote
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and to realize” the fundamental principles.\textsuperscript{160} This obligation applies even if a country has not ratified all of the core conventions.\textsuperscript{161} Although member countries are not required to ratify these eight conventions, every year they must complete an annual report on one of the standards.\textsuperscript{162} None of the GCC countries has ratified all eight of these conventions.\textsuperscript{163}

IV. Reforming GCC’s \textit{Kafala} System to Provide Rights to Domestic Workers

Despite a growing consensus that the \textit{kafala} system contributes to widespread abuse of domestic workers, “change in this area has moved at a glacial pace.”\textsuperscript{164} For the past 10 years, Saudi Arabia had been considering a proposal to transfer sponsorship to three or four large recruitment agencies to better monitor the recruitment process.\textsuperscript{165} In July, however, the Labor Ministry announced scaled back guidelines requiring new recruitment companies to be set up by merging a minimum of five existing agencies.\textsuperscript{166}

Kuwait announced, but did not fulfill, a commitment to reform its sponsorship system by February 2011.\textsuperscript{167} Only a day after the Kuwaiti labor minister first announced the government’s intention to cancel the system, another labor ministry official told media network Al Jazeera that the government would instead just amend the system to make it easier for workers to transfer sponsors.\textsuperscript{168} The government had originally said it would cancel the system as a “gift” to expatriates to mark the anniversary of the country’s liberation from the 1991 Iraqi occupation.\textsuperscript{169}

The Kuwaiti government is now considering a proposal to shift all sponsorship of migrant workers to one public-private recruitment agency that would be monitored by a set of shareholders.\textsuperscript{170} If the country puts proper enforcement mechanisms in place, this would be a welcome change that could curb many of the documented abuses of workers that recruit-
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A public-private partnership, if structured effectively, would provide for improved statistical tracking of all non-nationals, serve as the actual employer for domestic workers, help ensure that only qualified child-care providers are recruited, and impose a minimum wage. The public-private partnership could also place a limit on the number of domestic workers per household, and serve as an arbitrator in labor disputes.

Instead of instituting comprehensive reforms to labor laws or the kafala system, some governments have provided labor protections through unified standard employment contracts or through bilateral agreements, such as those between Indonesia and Jordan, Sri Lanka and the United Arab Emirates, and the Philippines with several countries. These standard employment contracts and agreements vary in their level of protections, but fall short of international labor standards.

Both of these methods of reform typically contain provisions focusing primarily on recruiting logistics and specify terms of employment that are weaker than those provided in national labor laws. Examples of weak contracts and agreements abound. Indonesia and Malaysia signed a bilateral agreement in 2006 that fails to protect domestic workers’ right to hold on to their passports. Singapore introduced a unified standard contract for domestic workers in 2006 that provides for a minimum of only one rest day for month, does not limit working hours, and fails to cap salary deductions for payment of recruitment fees.

Although labor-sending countries rely on these bilateral agreements for the protections they embody, they are useless if government officials in receiving countries make no effort to enforce them. A Filipino diplomat recently told Human Rights Watch that Jordanian officials made no effort “at all” to force recruitment agencies to submit contracts to his embassy for validation as required under their bilateral agreement.
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Despite this shoddy record of enforcement, Jordan is still viewed as the leader of reforms in the region because it was the first Arab country to amend its labor law to extend protections to domestic workers in 2008.\(^{180}\) A recent Human Rights Watch report highlights the obvious fact that merely extending labor law protections to domestic workers without putting in place mechanisms to enforce those protections will result in few substantive changes for those living in fear of constant abuse.\(^{181}\) Human Rights Watch recommended that Jordan’s Ministry of Labor institute a slew of additional reforms, including taking specific steps to ensure that both employers and domestic workers are well-informed about their rights and obligations under Jordanian law.\(^{182}\) Providing mandatory orientations for both domestic workers and employers prior to commencing their contracts would ensure that laws on the book become common knowledge, while improving the capacity and training of labor inspectors to monitor both employers and recruitment agencies will help confirm that these laws are being followed.\(^{183}\)

A. Extend Labor Law Coverage to Include Domestic Workers

GCC countries should move forward with efforts to follow Jordan’s lead by extending labor law coverage to domestic workers, because these laws will put in place a framework for much needed oversight by labor ministries and allow for greater access to enforcement mechanisms such as labor courts.\(^{184}\) GCC countries must also make a commitment to addressing other obstacles to ratification that are rooted in widespread discrimination against women. Domestic workers will continue to be subjected to a myriad of abuses as long as women in these countries are restricted in their freedom of movement, not protected against sexual harassment and domestic violence, not recognized as equals before courts, and paid less for work of equal value.

B. Encourage the Formation of Women’s Rights-Oriented NGOs

Over the past several years, women have gained more political rights in all of the GCC countries. International human rights organizations and local NGOs that exist should encourage women elected to parliaments and advisory bodies or appointed to cabinet and diplomatic posts to advocate openly for women’s rights. In Kuwait, four women were elected to parliament in 2009, a first for the country.\(^{185}\) In Oman, Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, an increasing number of women have been appointed to unelected positions.\(^{186}\) Saudi Arabia, the only country in which women are not permitted to vote or run for elected office, recently
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announced that women will be able to vote and run in 2015 elections.187

The DWC itself only came to fruition because global union federations and domestic workers’ organizations joined together to repeatedly voice a need for long overdue reforms.188 Although domestic workers do not have the right to organize in any of the GCC countries, that is not an absolute impediment to efforts to organize for better rights at work. For example, federal labor laws in the United States also exclude domestic workers from the right to organize, but that did not stop domestic workers groups, immigrant rights associations and other social justice organizations from banding together in New York189 to help pass the country’s first domestic workers bill of rights.190

In post-Soviet Azerbaijan, an Azeri women’s advocacy movement emerged recently to give a voice to women newly burdened with an increase in caregiving and breadwinning responsibilities.191 Aside from the fall of the Soviet’s totalitarian system, several other conditions that are also present in the GCC countries explained the rise of the advocacy movement.192 These favorable conditions include having a substantial core of highly educated women, increasing exposure to and linkage with international women’s associations, and establishing a government agency on women’s issues.193 All GCC countries have seen gains in women’s access to education in the past several years, and Qatar and the United Arab Emirates now have the highest female-to-male university enrollment ratio worldwide.194 In Bahrain, more than 4,000 women constitute over 60 percent of the membership in nongovernmental organizations.195 Nineteen percent of those organizations concentrate on women’s rights, but their funding from international organizations is still limited.196 In Qatar, several government-backed organizations dealing with women’s issues have been established, including the Supreme Council for Family Affairs and the Qatar Foundation for the Protection of Women and Children.197
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C. Model Protests on Coalition of Immokalee Workers’ Campaigns

Domestic worker advocates may be able to persuade GCC governments to take much needed action by launching aggressive campaigns similar to those successfully employed by the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW) in Florida, a community-based organization. The CIW launched the first-ever farmworker boycott of a major fast-food company back in 2001.198 The four-year campaign grew to include boycott committees in all 50 states and “boot the bell” campaigns on college and high school campuses.199 Amidst growing pressure, Taco Bell agreed in 2005 to improve wages and working conditions for Florida tomato pickers in its supply chain.200

McDonald’s followed suit in 2007, committing to collaborate with CIW in developing an industry-wide third-party mechanism to monitor conditions in fields and to investigate potential abuses.201 A McDonald’s spokesperson said of the agreement, “The impact to the bottom line is less important than the positive impact it’s going to have in the lives of the men and women who work in the fields every day.”202 The spokesman failed to mention that by coming to an agreement McDonald’s would also benefit by putting an end to the barrage of negative publicity the campaign had been creating for the company.203

Perhaps more so than in any of the other GCC countries, an orchestrated CIW-like campaign targeting the government directly could spark labor reforms in Bahrain in the wake of negative publicity from Arab Spring protests. In November, an independent commission released a 500-page report documenting 46 deaths, 559 allegations of torture and more than 4,000 cases of employees being fired for participating in protests that erupted in the country in January 2011.204 The United States suspended a $53 million arms sale pending the report’s findings, which indicates that how the report’s recommendations are implemented by the Bahraini government could affect its geopolitical future.205 The recommendations include establishing an independent body to implement reforms, separating the judiciary from the interior ministry, and training security forces in
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upholding human rights standards. Domestic workers in GCC countries would be difficult to reach out to for organizing purposes due to their extreme isolation within the home, but the broader population of migrant workers in these countries is easier to locate. They mostly live in work camps outside major cities. Since migrant workers make up such a large percentage of the populations of the GCC countries, advocates could use that untapped power in numbers to their advantage by demonstrating en masse in a prominent location.

An Arab News columnist recently implicitly acknowledged migrant workers’ potential power in numbers by cautioning that any reforms to the sponsorship system must not grant “unfettered rights to foreigners” and thereby endanger the country’s national security or social cohesion. He called for the current sponsorship system to be replaced by “a new system that incorporates a comprehensive and flexible legal framework to organize fair relations between employer and foreign workers, classifies such relations as employment relations and not sponsorships, and cancels the traditional practices of sponsors.”

With sponsorship privileges no longer doled out to private citizens able to profit from the process, a major obstacle to engendering support from GCC citizens for migrant workers’ rights would be removed. In these tumultuous times, citizen support could prove invaluable to the movement. While countries have been making some popular concessions in the wake of Arab Spring protests, “there’s no incentive for them to address migrant rights when it’s not an evident concern of their citizens.”

D. Cultivate a Culture of Care

Norwegian sociologist Helga Hernes has identified a key aspect of the Scandinavian welfare state’s friendliness to women: the prospect for the development of a culture of care. She defines a care culture as “the institutionalization of a shared value system,” which would translate “the values of compassion and care into political principles of justice and equality which in turn can inform social policies and forms of social organization.” In a woman-friendly state, women will still have children, but there would be other opportunities for self-fulfillment available to them.
outside of raising children. Women would not have to choose futures that demand greater sacrifices of them than those that are accorded to men.

Hernes acknowledges that creating a culture of care will be difficult for any society, because “gender is a basic principle of social organization” and most men would lose some of their present privileges under this new regime. The Scandinavian welfare state encourages the cultivation of a caring culture by making the “needs of families its own: childbirth, physical and mental handicaps, illness, old age become the object of public concern.” Greater state responsibility for the care of children, the sick and the elderly, she argues, would help to professionalize carework and remove its stigma as low-status or unpaid work lacking in value.

Providing incentives for more GCC citizens—particularly young men—to work or even volunteer as caregivers would further diminish the stigma associated with carework and would also reduce the high unemployment rate among citizens. The 2008 unemployment rate for United Arab Emirates citizens, for example, was 13.8 percent, while the rate for foreign workers was only 2.6 percent.

Conclusion

By casting votes in favor of adopting the Domestic Workers Convention (DWC), GCC delegates to the ILO demonstrated that the Arab countries support providing basic labor protections to some of the most vulnerable members of their societies. Whether they follow through on this initial showing of support by ratifying the DWC will depend in part on their willingness to dismantle the sponsorship system, which does not differ much from slavery. Negotiating bilateral agreements and unified standard contracts for domestic workers is a step in the right direction, but both typically offer watered-down versions of the labor protections that international standards require.

In order to move forward with the ratification process, GCC countries will have to commit to extending labor law coverage to domestic workers and to creating proper oversight and enforcement mechanisms. They will also need to address deeply-entrenched societal factors that contribute to widespread discrimination against domestic workers and all women.

Women have gained more political rights in all of the GCC countries over the past several years, and that momentum must continue for the rights of domestic workers to be fully realized. The DWC only came to
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fruition because global union federations and domestic workers’ organizations joined together to fight for reform. GCC citizens and migrant workers alike will have to similarly join together in solidarity for real change to occur. Orchestrated protests modeled on Coalition of Immokalee Workers campaigns may create just the right type of political pressure to sway countries that are wary in the wake of Arab Spring protests.

Beyond amending laws on the books and orchestrating advocacy efforts, a campaign that strikes closer to home may make the most difference to domestic workers. GCC governments should commit to developing a woman-friendly society steeped in a culture of care. The state could initiate this transformative process by taking greater responsibility for the care of children, the sick and the elderly, a move which would also help professionalize carework. Providing incentives for male citizens to engage in carework would further this goal and would also reduce the high unemployment rate among citizens. Creating true solidarity between migrant domestic workers and GCC businessmen, however, will require other forces of change. Equal participation in carework and more traditional work by men and women would be “the clearest expression of a new gender solidarity.”
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